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Results
Positive Review and Negative Review Feedback
PR Curve                                ROC Curve
Word-Cloud: To have a glimpse at what kind of words 
appear in our reviews
Conclusions
For each textual review, we predict if it corresponds
to a good review (the customer is happy) or to a
bad one.
It is totally conceivable to utilize raw text as input
for making expectations. The main thing is to have
the option to extract the important features from
this raw source of information. Such an information
can regularly come as a decent integral source in
data science projects to extract additional learning
elements and increment the predictive power of the
models.
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Introduction
• In this project we are implementing Sentiment 
Analysis which is an NLP technique to give 
sentiment score on text reviews. 
• Sentiment analysis works by breaking a message 
down into topic chunks and then assigning a 
sentiment score to each topic
Materials and Methods
• We split the raw data into positive and negative
sets and sample the data to speed up the
computation.
• We clean the data based on the textual syntax
like removing punctuations and numbers.
• We perform sentiment analysis with the help of
VADER in NLTK module. VADER evaluates the
text of a message and gives you sentiment
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• What made you choose sentiment analysis for 
this project?
• How this project useful in real world?
Abstract
As part of this project, we implemented 
sentiment analysis. 
It is the use of natural language processing, text 
analysis, computational linguistics, and 
biometrics to systematically identify, extract, 
quantify, and study affective states and 
subjective information.
Sentiment analysis is widely applied to voice of 
the customer materials such as reviews and 
survey responses, online and social media for 
applications that range from marketing to 
customer service to clinical medicine. 
We used the dataset of around 500k records 
and divided that sample into 8:2 ratio, in training 
and test dataset, respectively.
